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Dear Nail  
Professionals,

There has never been a more alluring 
array of designer inspirations than 
what we’ve got in store for you this 
season. The runway for Fall/Winter 
2012 had a sultry smolder, and 
our team has created a collection 
of sophisticated nail looks which 
capture this spirit of bold femininity, 
incorporating our new Fall/Winter 
CND Shellac shades into the mix!

The new collections perfect a trend 
that’s been taking shape for a while: 
texture and dimension. Your clients 
may initially think of color first when 
it comes to ideas for nails but these 
collections celebrate color and so 
much more. Smooth, glossy nails 
with a mix of shine and matte are 
always glam, but this season, complex, 
constructed textures like crushed 
metal finishes and beaded, brocaded 
surfaces are even more intriguing.

GLAMOROUS GYPSY starts with 
a black-light, psychedelic spiral 
and then spreads its wings to soar 
through nomadic and bohemian  
looks with a globe-tripping feel.   
Pure darks jolt to superheated life 
with intense patterns rendered in 
brilliant, even neon brights. These 
nails are inspired by two major design 
influences from this season’s runways: 
the eclectic looks of the 1960s and the 
timelessly exotic motifs of the caravan.

IF LUXE COULD KILL is how to 
wear metal, now. Our team created 
nails which glow with the finish of 
gilt, bronze, steel and iron in utter 
darkness. The feeling is our take on 
the hot Steampunk trend: industrial, 
darkly romantic. Graduated tonal  
color, transitioning from light to  

dark from cuticle to tip, is an 
underlying theme. The surface  
tells a tantalizing story of wear, 
patina, and a mysterious past. 

VINTAGE NUDE is full of  
surprises. The concept came  
to us from turn-of-the-century 
images of women, created  
using the very first cameras  
and film (often in Paris). These  
risqué images came to be  
known around the world as  
“French postcards”. They  
were wildly exciting, not only 
because they captured  
scantily clad or nude women,  
but they utilized a brand-new 
technology—camera and film—
which would literally change  
the world in a matter of one 
decade. We’ve captured the 
oxidization and fading process  
in this coquettish new collection,  
perfect with divinely sensuous 
alpaca and cashmere.

What’s most important about  
all of these looks is creating an 
elegant service experience for 
our clients. This season’s looks 
are not “off the rack”. They come 
to you from the most creative 
nail designers in the world, and 
showcase the skills and expertise 
of the Nail Professional. Our newest 
ideas and technology are now 
at your fingertips, at the newly 
revamped cnd.com.

To each and every one of you,  
thank you for all of your support 
this year. Enjoy these glamorous 
looks, and here’s to everything 
good this festive season!

Jan Arnold
Co-Founder/Style Director
CND
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The winding spiral of ancient silk-routes and old spice-markets circle  
back to center: brilliant pigments, treasured textures, melding influences 
from every cultural reference. The season’s newest nail forms a mythic map, 
leading eclectic, exotic looks beyond all boundaries. Graphic patterns create  
a seductive cartography, swirling a palette that flares like firelight, from  
brilliant to smoldering-dark. A caravan of bohemian effects, for today’s  
global fashion nomad.

lamorous

Nicole Miller

Rachel Antonoff

Rachel Antonoff

Purple PurpleHotski To TchotchkeNEW Additives 
Yellow Pigment

TropixNEW  
Vexed Violette

NEW  
midnight swim
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Memories, fragments and imprints whirl across the nail created by contrasts. 
A travelogue inspired by the bustle and glitter of the marketplace, and the 

dream-like tracery of blue fountain tiles, polished by centuries of chant, 
prayer, and falling water. Always, there is the glint of metal and the luster of 
something precious, even a single ancient bead, long-forgotten, scratched 

out of the desert dust and burnished for the sun to warm again.
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After midnight, the scene’s most mesmerizing 
creatures emerge from the shadows to play.  
The game moves between utter darkness and 
brief illuminations: the flash of a strobe, the shock 
of a watchman’s beam, the glance of passing 
headlights, and the surreal glow of neon.

Through a  broken, blacked-out window,  
glimpse the last cat’s-whisker of the spent moon. 
Here, feel and texture rule. Crushed crystals and 
glittering sparks lure our touch to slick skins, 
dense velvets, lush feathers and plush furs, into 
the bottomless unknown.

if luxe could kill
The Blonds The Blonds

Behnaz Sarafpour

Behnaz Sarafpour
Alexandre Herchcovitch

NEW  
Sugared Spice Silver Chrome

NEW  
Overtly Onyx Black PoolGold VIP Status
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This is what happens when fashion goes underground: the 
attitude is aloof, the feeling luxe, eclectic, and a little subversive. 

It’s primal glamour that throbs up from the vast empires beneath 
consciousness. In the new season, the nail plays the role of 

a masked-ball disguise, bringing mystery and intrigue to the 
decorated, sensually tactile fashions from the designer runway.
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Equal parts mercury amalgam, silver emulsion, 
lavender oil and sunlight: the first photograph 
surrenders its crisp black and white contrasts.  
A scandalous image turns tender with oxidation 
and memory. A new vocabulary of feminine 
neutral tones emerges, in the voluptuous palette 
of warm skin. Time’s passing brings up tones 
of latté, espresso, sepia and sand to a shapely 
silhouette, now timeless.

Vintage nude
M. Patmos

M. Patmos

NAHM

M. Patmos

M. Patmos

M. Patmos

Christian Cota

CityscapeIced Cappuccino
NEW 

Faux Fur Cocoa
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The vintage images are       ever-changing, volatile and fragmenting before 
 our eyes in response to        the environment. The imprint of the portrait rests on a 
silvered mirror surface, fragile enough to be rubbed off with a finger. To preserve 

the miracle, cherished photographs of this era are encased behind glass and gilt, like 
shrines. On the evocative nail inspired by these first photographic images, we suggest 

artful disintegration. Reflective shards and hidden layers lift from the shadows.

NAHM

M. Patmos

M. Patmos

M. Patmos

M. Patmos

Christian Cota

Monique Lhuillier

Christian Cota

Christian Cota

Joy Cioci

Joy Cioci
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Putty Creamy Cameo Desert Suede Cocoa
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Theory

Supplies Needed:
cNd shellac Base coat
cNd shellac Top coat
cNd shellac color coat:  Rubble, sugared spice 
Additives:  medium green pigment
gel oval Brush #6
small square of textured cling Wrap

Supplies Needed: 
cNd shellac Base coat
cNd shellac Top coat
cNd shellac color coat:  Romantique, cocoa,  
Rubble, Faux Fur 
Fan Brush

winter moss tiger eye

step-by-steps

step 1: 
Apply Base Coat and cure for 
10 seconds. Apply two layers 
of Rubble, curing each layer for 
2 minutes.

step 2: 
Using a Gel Oval Brush #6, 
burnish Additives Medium 
Green into the tacky, cured 
layer of Shellac Color Coat.

step 1: 
Apply Base Coat and cure for 
10 seconds. Apply two layers of 
Romantique, curing each layer 
for 2 minutes.

step 3: 
Brush Sugared Spice on the 
textured side of the square of 
Cling Wrap and allow to sit 
for 60-90 seconds. Press the 
Sugared Spice onto the nail 
leaving a textured pattern.  
Cure for 2 minutes.

step 2: 
Using a fan brush create  
diagonal brush imprints using 
Cocoa, cure 2 minutes.

step 4: 
Burnish again with Additives 
Medium Green.

step 3: 
Repeat using Rubble.

step 5: 
Apply Top Coat and cure for 
2 minutes. Remove tacky film 
with 99% Isopropyl Alcohol.
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step 4: 
Repeat using Faux Fur.

step 5: 
Apply Top Coat and cure for  
2 minutes. Remove tacky film 
with 99% Isopropyl Alcohol.
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Christian Cota

Supplies Needed:
cNd shellac Base coat
cNd shellac Top coat
cNd shellac color coat:  Rubble, overtly onyx 
Additives:  Antique Bronze pigment Effect
gel oval Brush #6
plastic-backed pad
small square of Bubble Wrap

chenille
Supplies Needed:
cNd shellac Base coat
cNd shellac Top coat
cNd shellac color coat: Iced coral, midnight swim
plastic scrub Brush or manicure Brush

blue forest

step 1: 
Apply Base Coat cure 10 
seconds. Apply two layers  
of Midnight Swim, curing each  
layer for 2 minutes.

step 2: 
Apply a thin layer of Iced Coral 
over the entire nail, do not cure.

step 3: 
Using a plastic scrub brush  
or manicure brush, press the 
brush into the uncured layer of 
Iced Coral creating the pattern.  
Cure for 2 minutes.

step 4:Apply Top Coat and cure 
for 2 minutes. Remove tacky film 
with 99% Ispropyl Alcohol.

step 1: 
Apply Base Coat and cure for 
10 seconds. Apply two layers  
of Rubble, cure each layer  
for 2 minutes.

step 2: 
Dip the Gel Oval Brush #6 into 
Additives Antique Bronze and 
randomly burnish into the tacky, 
cured layer of Shellac Color Coat.

step 3: 
Apply 2-3 drops of Overtly Onyx Shellac 
to a plastic-backed pad. Press bubble 
side of the wrap into the Black Pool 
several times and press the wrap onto 
the nail depositing Overtly Onyx in a 
random pattern. Repeat as needed  
for desired coverage. Cure 2 minutes.

step 4: 
Apply  Top Coat and cure for 2 minutes. 
Remove tacky film with 99% IPA.
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